Rules and Boundaries:
1. No-one is to leave the Yad Hashmona hotel area. No-one is to wander into the Yad
Hashmona residential neighborhood or other areas of Yad Ha8..
2. Meetings, classes and workshops are mandatory. No leaving a meeting while it’s in
session unless it’s to use the bathroom.
3. Everyone must talk respectfully to their leaders and to the other people attending the
camp. No dirty language allowed.
4. No alcohol, drug-use or smoking allowed anywhere at the camp. The consequence for
breaking this rule is to be sent home from the camp.
5. Dress code: For girls: No tight tank-tops with thin straps, strapless shirts, belly shirts or
low cut shirts. No shorts or skirts shorter than the tip of your fingers as they rest at your
sides. For guys: No walking around without a shirt.
6. No public or private displays of affection between boys and girls at the camp (kissing,
embracing, holding hands)
7. No girls are to enter boys’ rooms and vice versa. A girl and boy are not allowed to be in
one of the rooms together. The consequence for breaking this rule is to be sent home
from the camp.
8. Quiet in cabin area after 22:30. If people want to hang out they can remain in the common area in
front of the main Hall. Everyone must be in their cabins & quiet by 23:30. ALL lights out by 00:00.
9. Everyone must treat the instruments and equipment with respect and handle them carefully. No
one can move an instrument from its place or play the instrument without a leader’s permission.

Consequences:
If someone is found not honoring the rules, they will sit and talk with two leaders, apologize and
pray together. If their attitude and behavior does not change, they will get sent home. However
for breaking rules #4 and #7, they will be sent home right away.
Signature of Parent:
“I have read through all the rules and consequences, discussed them with my son/daughter who
is attending the camp and I agree to arrange for their return home if they are told they must
leave the camp due to their disrespectful actions or behavior (as described in the
consequences)”
Parent’s full Name_________________________________ Mother/Father:______________
2 Phone #’s: ___________________ and ___________________ Signature:_______________
Signature of Person Attending the Camp: “I have read the rules and consequences, I
understand them and it is my desire to honor them.”
Name ____________Signature__________

